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ABSTRACT

It is argued

~hat

the

on specialized hardware for
beyond

~hat

~anagament

is

~ow

systems.

l~ng-cerm
~atabase

considered
:n

t~e

~~por~

~f

management

c~==ent
~ay

=esearc~

extend far

immediate province of database

part:c~lar,

the potential support

~h~ch

"database machi:les" :nay prov:de for 'Jery high level mechanisms f::r
~he

description of information processing tasks is considered and

exemplified with an operational system for knowledge-based
informacion retrieval.
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INTRODUCTION

Duri~g

~he

past few years, research

specialized hardware adapted to the

i~volving

requiremen~s

~~e

of

~esign

of large-scale

database managament has emerged as one of the most rapidly growing
=esearch areas in

~he

field of computer science.

It seems clear

that the very considerable attention which this research has
=ecently begun to attract within the academic, industrial and
government communities stems largely from the

eno~ous

and =api:ily

increasing reliance of our society on the systematic management
and manipulation of large collections of data.
~hat

such

~achines

Indeed,

~he

fact

may, in the near or intermediate future,

lead

to much higher cost-to-performance ratios in conventional database management applications is of great interest in itself.
is our

susp~cion,

however, that the long-term implications

It

~f

certain recent advances in this area may extend far beyond the
scope of contemporary database management systems.
This paper will examine and exemplify the potential

long-te~

significance of certain investigations regarding :iatabase machines
in the context of some very fundamental problems involving the
:iescription and execution of information processing tasks.

Our

conjectures regarding the potential implications of recent findings
in this area derive largely from the

obse~lation

of a very

interesting relationship bet'.... een the general and powerf·..ll descri?tive
mechanisms of predicate logic and the primitive operations of a
relational algebra.

In particular, '..."e '..."ill exa..T!1.ine the "high-level

II

j

import of nonstandard
~ighly

~achine

One of
science can

~e

support

~he

lan~~ages

:eigenbaur.'.
i~~erested

regar~

in

~he

~istory

for example,

(:'9i4) ,
i~

Sgeci:ying

~hat

~as

~he

progr~~ing,

ncted that

,-

-::.

for the details of how the desired task is

extend~ng

~eading

machine

~ith

through the use of assembly

and the subsequent development of high-level

compilers, and

of CODputer

com?ute~

The chrono:'ogical sequence beginning

to be ?erformed.
language

~rends

:r.echar.~sms

human user 15
~ithou~

T,!~,SKS

?ROCESSI:lG

characterized as a

?rocess:ng tasks.

~o,

I~FCR.~;;T!mi

most consistent

t~e

to dec lara ti 'Ie

to

~hich

efficient evaluation of relational al;ebra1c operators.

~ESCR!3I~G

~he

architec~ures

to contemporary research on

lang~age

arti:~cial

:"n telligence and au toma tic ;;rogr a.f!1.Ining, he arg'J.e's, can be vie'Ned
as a systematic journey from tl".e "how" to the "'Nhat" end of this
spectr.:m.
Allowed to fantasize abOUt

t~e

would some day like to have at our
ability to communicate our
computer system in

~uch

the

.

~i:,.dc::omput:.ng

~isposal,

_.

:~:c~.at~on

sa.~e

~e

~ight

tools

'Ne

ask for the

. . .

processlng neeas to

way as a data processing

~ne

~anager

:"lOW communicates 'Ni th a human ?rogrammer, maki:"lg re ferences to
.
:;'
,-,
~oma~n-specl::c

.

ent~~:es

.
an d re 1 a t '~ons.h'~ps 1n

t.l-.
_d e

""_eal "'o'!'"_'d"-~
-

such constr1"lcts as customers, inventories and accounts, for
example -- in a

nat~ral,

"ht.lr.lan-like" manner . .:;s the cost

0:

computer hardware becomes increasingly

domi~a~ed ~y

t~e

ti~e

and

expense involved in translating "high-level" task specifications
po~ential

into working computer programs, the immense
even

~odest

advances in this direction becomes

value of

i~creasingli

As software tools begin to claim a larger share

~:

obvious.

our

attention, and as the cost-to-performance ratio for digital
hardware continues to drop dramatically, it is natural to ask
whe~her

there is any way that our unprecedented capabilities in

the area of computer hardware

~ight

be mobilized to help meet such

unprecedented challenges in the area of computer software.
this regard, it is interesting to observe that although

In

t~e

cost

of computer hardware has decreased by a factor of many thousands
during the

pas~

few decades, the fundamental

architec~ure

of the

computer itself has remained essentially the same, based closely
on 'llhat is generally referred to as the
computation.
~ased

~'on

Neumann :nodel of

Our own work during the past few years has been

in large part on the suspicion that characteristics not

intrinsic to the process of computation, but associated instead
',.;i th the particular constraints of the von
have made it difficult for computer

~eumann mac~ine,

scientis~s

:nay

to conceive of tools

which might well support major advances in program description.
It is our feeling that the most important long-range implications
of current research on non-von

~eumann

"database :nachine"

architectures may involve not improvements in the efficiency of
existing information prccess:ng applications, but support for
very high level program description tools which might other,.;ise
~e

impractical to implement at all.

s

A KNOWLEDGE-BASED ::\ETRIEVAL L\NGt7AGE

A surprisingly large share of the kinds of
?rocessing activities
?rocessors are charged

0:

~nowledge-based

~eaning-based

~ith
~ay

~a~ching

~atching ~aYI

system for airplane parts
loops and sort

routi~es,

I

infc~aticn

which both human and automated

1a~a

be viewed

~i~ds

a~

involving various

or retrieval problems.

Although

in a COBOL-based inventor! control
be deeply embedded ',yithi!1

~nogra.1'!\

and hence difficult co recognize as

such, the fact remains that a large ?roportion of the CPU
~hich ~ill

be expended in any particular run might be

c~cles

t~ought

of

as identifying appropriate records for manipulation on the basis
of domain-specific criteria -- in our example, criteria involving,
say

I

airplanes

I

motors and aircraft-specific !?art-'.,rhole relaticnshi?s.

Our recent research has focused on a concrete task of manageable
scope, but

~hich

nonetheless captures many of the most important

characteristics of this important aspect of ?rograrn description:
t!i.e knowledge-based document =etrieval application.
The user of a knowledge-based

documen~

retrieval system

for:nulates a high-level pattern descri:ltion to be

~atched

against

all descriptions contained in a large targec collection (the set
of books in a computer science library, for example).
to a conventional retrieval syste.rn

I

In contrast

.:.n whic!1 mechanical, "syntactic"

criteria are adequate to identify all

~atching

documents, the

success of a match in a :<nowledge-based doc'.l1'nent :-etrieval system
depends in general en domain-specific entities and

re~~~ionship~.

In the case of the computer science library, for example, the
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system :night be required to "know about" such entities as comouters,
algorithms, orogrammers and storage devices.

Certain characteristic

attributes of these entities (the "storage mediu.rn"

attri~ute,

·,.;hose

values differ for different :<inds of storage devices, for example)
~nowledge.

:night also be included in this domain-specific
typical

~inds

s~orage

~~e

of relationships 'Nhich might be embodied i:1 the knowL-:,:,;:

base of such system is the fact that a tape drive is a
of

.~ong

~articular

device whose storage medium is always magnetic

tape~

~i!'ld

one

simple deductive inference involving this relationship might establish
~he

fact that a pattern description in which the subject of the docurne:

is described as involving a storage device with magnetic tape as its
:nedium would be satisfied by a target description in which a

~

drive appeared in the corresponding position.
The descr:ption language which we used in our experimental
implarnentation of a knowledge-based retrieval system (Shaw, 1980a)
is based closely on the Language KRL (for Knowledge
Language)

(Bobrow and Winograd, 1977).

Represen~ation

While space will not allow a

detailed definition of this knowledge-based description language, the
following sample document description,

~resented

without explanation,

:nay suggest some of its most importanc features:
a

Document with
authors

=

set-with-all-of Thompson, Walters
set-of

~

Engineer

countries-of-publication
set-with-any-of USA, Great-Britain
subject involves
an Invention with purpose

=

2! Power-generation, Power-transmission

=

copyright-dates
set-with-exactly 1935, 1962
a

Survey-article
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~THEMATICAL

LOGIC:

THE

~SSENTIAL

:~TE~~DIARY

In the interest of general applicability to

~roblems

than dcc'.l.-nent retrieval, the rules defining the semantics
within our

~nowledge-based

inex~ricably
form~lated

other

0:

matchi:lg

description language were not embedded

within the code of the retrieval

syst~~,

but were instead

as an independent, separable set of axioms expressed
~redicate

in a restricted first-order

calcul~s.

T'Nnety-two such

axioms 'Here req'..J.ired to describe the matching rules for our k.""lowledgebased description language.

One of these axioms (which

the basis on which a target description of the form
with medium

=

description

0:

below i:l an

a~tempt

axioms:

~agnetic-tape"

the form

"~

"~

~~odies

Storage-device

'Hould successfully matcn a less restrict:".'

Storage-device", :or

~xample)

is presented

to convey the general flavor of the matching

PCf3pcctive-dtor-im~~r!lpeceive-dtor (tar-pet, pat-pet)

::3

:: proto ,
(Per-prot.o (paC- ~t, proto) 1\
Per-prot.o (t4r-~t, proto)) 1\
V sio' .

((3 pa'- fill .
Obj-,}o,-fill (pat.·~r, slot. pat.-81l))
:;l 3 pa'- fiJI, t.1r· 811 .

(Obj-sioL-fill (pat..pet, slot, pa,-ilUj 1\
Obj-slot-fill (t:u--~r. ~lot, tar-fill) 1\

Deion- im p-dtioo (tar- fill. pat- fill)))

The set of matching axioms serves not only as a modular, perspicuous,
and easily specified description of the semantics of the knowledgebased description language, but as an executable "program" :or
actually carrying OUt the matching process which it describes.
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~ore

precisely, the matching process is carried out by a

called LSEC (for Logical Satisfaction by Extensional

9roc~dure

Constrai~t)

,

',yhich inter':)rets
the set of axioms to identi f"/
all
tarcet descriotions
•
'
"
=...;;..;;;.~.;....;;..~

~hich

match the user-specified pattern description according to the

matchir.g rules for the description language, making reference to
the domain-specific knowledge base.

(Details of the LSEC

algorit~

are described in Shaw (1980a).)

THE

DAT.~ASE

MACHINE AS A LOGIC ENGINE

unfortunately, the LSEC algorithm relies very heavily on the
execution of several operations which, on a von Neumann machine,
are quite expensive when their operands comprise a large amount
of

da~a

~hich

(as is typically the case in the sort of application with

we are concerned).

evaluates ehe

~ost

Specifically, the algorithm repeatedly

expensive operations of a relational algebra --

in particul::ly, the equi-join operation.

Thus, while oredicate

::alculus serves a vital role as an "intermediate form" in our
approach -- acting as a very general and

power=~l

descriotive tool,

on the one hand, and (through its close mathematical relationship
to the relational algebra) as a computationally effective mechanism
for evaluation, on the other -- we have been forced to consider
various alter:1atives to the 'Ion Neumann architecture in order to
justify the promise of our approach in realistic applications.
The particular machine architecture we have developed
(Shaw, 1979, 1980) which is based on a hierarchy of associative

storage devices, evaluates the "difficult" :-elational alqebraic
operators in a highly efficient manner, particularly when the
arg~~ent

relations are large.

S?ecifically, this

architec~ure

permits an aSy-::'.ptotic improvement of O(log n), '.... ith very favorable
constant factors, over the best known evaluation rnethods for
operators on a conventional :omputer system, without

~he

~~ese

use of

redundant storage, and usinq currently available and potentially
~ompeti~ive

technology.

of large-scale

Although it was the efficient

~nowledge-based

operations

whi~h

i~plementation

originally motivated

our design, these :-esults have recently begu..'1 to attract

at~enti:m

·.... i thin the::atabase :nanagement community by virtue of the important

:-ole ?layed by the more complex relational algebraic primitives
within database :nanagement systems based on the relational model
of data (Codd, 1970).
:-elational

~atabase

It is this connection with the concerns of

systa~s,

together with the close relationship

between our work and earlier research on specialized hardware for
database management (for

exa~ple,

the

~

(Ozkarahan, Schuster and

Smith, 1974), CASSM (Su, Copeland and Lipovski, 1975), JBC (3siao,
:'977)

and DIRECT (CeWitt, 1979) machi:1es) '.... hich has ::-.otivated

our use of the phrase "relatior.al database rnachine".
It is our

conjec~ure,

however, that this area of :-esearch

may in the long :-un have an impact extending far outside the
i~~ediate

province of data base management.
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